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RESEARCH POLICY 

Research has become vital in Colleges and Universities in the present world. The 

Researech policy of the College aims to create a Research culture among the faculty and students.

Teaching and Research are complementary.

The Faculty with good Research knowiedge can provide valuable inputs to the future 

generation for the years to come. The enthusiasm of the students can be enhanced with the 

suppot of the Faculties who also act as the Mentors Guides in their Research Projects. The 

aculty aims to improve the research aptitude of the Students with Projects. Students are given 

the knowiadige of Research projects for their future endeavours. 

Objectives of the Research Policy: 

Te srenghen ihe Insituion with good Research output and enhance the capabilities off 

the faculties 

To inculcate ihe Research culare among the facuhies and students. 

To ide faay membrs in reseerch projects with the egular curiculum 

DOn Snd CEncun adnani aciviies. 

To denti ad inorm researchers aboum he ppropriate research opportunities 

SnOnCed by diiin acaiemic. TeSezrch. inins1ry or govemment organisations. 

To provide a mechamisn for nsure ha academic saff aain the desired mix of teaching 

eereh and consuiteny ounputs so as D acive he level 

Implementation: 

Tbe Raseerà polity applis o the Teaching saf as hey are also Individu 

Reseerchers s vell s Memtors ni Smienns. They can zke he help of Resource persons, 

eemel support ef oher orgiserions for knowiedge and collaboraion. 

(Autonomous - Affiliated to Osmania University)



The faculty shall continuously s courage the students towards the accomplishment of 

Projects by giving them appropriate knowledge about the various components of 

Research. 

2) The faculty shall motivate the students to developa Research Aptitude. 
3) The faculty shall identifly the Funding agencies in their domain and undertake the projects 

from various Institutions. They should identify the funding agencies and apply for the 

same from time to time. 

4) The factulty shall publish in Journals listed in UGC-Care. They shall identify the Journals 

with high Impact factor and strive to publish in such journals. 

5) The HOD shall maintain a Record regarding Recognised Journals and encourage their 

faculties in respective departments to publish in High impact Journals. 

6) The Faculty shall communicate and collaborate among themselves to publish in Journals. 

7) The faculty shall initiate Collaboration to write books in their respective fields or 

Research Methodology in reputed Publishing Houses. 

8) The faculty shall apply for MOUs in Research field. 

9) The faculty shall apply as Authors, Editors or Associate editors in publishing books from 

reputed Publishing houses. 

10) The faculty shall collaborate with University subject experts and encourage students to 

attend the Research Labs in University or reputed Central Labs. 

11) The Faculty shall update themselves with the developments in their respective field and 

impart such knowledge to students. 

12) The faculty shall encourage the students to join in PG and Ph.D. Courses in Universities 

and Central Institutions of Eminence like CCMB, NIN, IICT, ICSSR etc. 

13) The Faculty shall submit the proposals to various funding agencies for Projects and shall 

maintain the record of the same. 

14) The Institution shall provide incentives to the Faculty who secures the highest H-index. 

15) To encourage and facilitate the presentation/communication of the research work/projects 

as well as their findings and recommendations through academic events such as 

workshops/seminars/guest lectures. 



16) To compile data on all the research work/projects undertaken by the teachers and students 

in to a database for casy monitoring and analysis of the progress being made by them 

from year to year. 

17) To provide a mechanism for ensure that academic staff attain the desired mix of teaching 

research and consultancy outputs so as to achieve the level. 

18) To adopt the research ethics, which informs all researchers about the ethical and legal 

norms and principles to be followed in the conduct of research. 

19) To prepare and implement a research quality assurance mechanism for ensuring that all 

rescarch activities of the college conform to standard quality specifications. 

20) To develop, prescribe and administer rules and procedures to ensure the compliance of all 

researchers to the research quality assurance framework, the research code and all the 

applicable rules and regulations. 

Resesarch Committee: 

1) Dr.N.Vijaya Raghavi u 
2) Dr.Kanchana latha tl 
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Begumpet, Hyderang. 3) Dr.K.Usha Rani 

4) Dr.A.Sunitha 

5) Dr.R.Prasanna 

6) Dr.A.Madhuri 

7) Dr.K.Kamala 
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